Oceanside Glasstile is a sustainable building material, made from silica sand, and abundant natural resource and 20—86% recycled glass.

- SUITABLE FOR WALL/FLOOR APPLICATIONS, WET/DRY, COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL, INDOOR/OUTDOOR
AMBIENTE COLLECTION

PRODUCT LIST

GEOLOGIE MOSAIC FIELD:
- CASCADE RIDGE
- RAINIER
- SAND DUNE
- HIGH DESERT

Sheet size 11 3/4” x 11 3/4”

TESSERA MOSAIC FIELD:
- FLEET BLUE IRID
- EQUATOR IRID
- SANDSTONE
- HARVEST IRID
- OLIVE IRID

Sheet size 11 3/4” x 11 3/4”

TESSERA MOSAIC BLENDS:
- COPPER TONE
- ICED TEA
- PARADOX
- SAN JUAN
- PUGET SOUND
- MOROCCAN DESERT

Sheet size: 11 3/4” x 11 3/4”

SPECIALTY BLENDS:
- VEIL

Sheet size: 11 3/4” x 11 3/4”

TERRAIN TRAVERSE LINERS:
- HARVEST IRID
- EQUATOR IRID
- BRONZE
- OXYGEN IRID

Size: 7/8” x 7 3/4”